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Dear members of the University Council

In this [etter, we would like to reply to the considerations and 
advice we received in your letter on the pilot robot delivery 
(38445) dated 19th of May 2021.

There will be no immediate C02 reduction visible within this
pilot, as the campus is currently already a car-free zone. The
robot does and will not replace vehicles. In the long term,
however, it could be beneficial to let deliveries take place
throughout hubs and with smaller I smarter technology
nstead of not well matching delivery vans. By investigating its
potential on a small scale, it eventually can result in a delivery
system suitable for municipalities. We see the campus as an
ideal living lab for such an experiment. In addition to a pilot, it
is also an excellent opportunity for students to conduct on-
campus research towards human behavior regarding robot
delivery

The purpose of the deployment of delivery robots is set out in 
the implementation plan you find in Appendix 1. The robot 
uses a camera to navigate on campus and the robot cannot 
operate without it. This means that the camera is an important 
part of the robot. It is therefore possible that the robot receives 
privacy-sensitive images. This privacy-sensitive information is 
handled in accordance with the GDPR (General Data 
Protection Regulation) legislation. The images on which 
privacy-sensitive data is recorded will be blurred and data is 
stored for a maximum of 24 hours for contingent incidents 
and their correct handling.

SPAR University does not see Gorillas directly as a competitor 
in their market. They focus entirely on the online world of 
'groceries', while SPAR university focuses on grab b go (direct 
consumption), whereby in addition, a sophisticated range of 
'groceries' is available in the shops (on a campus).
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The market of 100X online parties are companies like PicNic, 
AH.nl, Jumbo.com, etc. and Gorillas (and 6 more 
other parties) found another great niche (namely faster delivery 
by bicycle). SPAR focuses on the campus and of course SPAR 
also sees a future in 'offering the range online' (through their 
app), where delivery could also play a part (in addition to pick
up). This also in coordination with campus administrators 
(read: universities and colleges). This is how SPAR delivery 
rolled out a pilot in Utrecht (Utrecht Science Park) - despite 
Corona - through their app. Delivery there is made with a 
electric bicycle on campus, in addition to pick-up in the store.

SPAR university would like to contribute to a sustainable living 
environment and the gathering of knowledge (by knowledge 
parties, such as universities). Testing on campus in a 'partially 
closed, manageable environment' delivers data and knowledge 
yields that enable the further development of these specific 
and sustainable types of structures and facilities.
This implies that if it this facility is to have a future on campus, 
it should be part of the infrastructure of the campus and 
available to everyone, so not just for the benefit of only one 
party. SPAR university still proposes that multiple parties should 
be able to participate. This development requires time and 
money.

SPAR has been chosen as party I initiator of this project. The 
EUR would like to facilitate this pilot on the campus in the 
period from September 2021 till March 2022, mainly for 
educational purposes. At this moment, Real Estate and 
Facilities (RE&F) is looking at privacy issues and feasibility of the 
pilot, as well as the formal procedures such as the right of the 
University Council in this matter, that must take place before 
the pilot can start. The privacy officers from RE&F, ESE and 
ESSB are informed. They foresee no problems at this stage. 
RE&F will get in touch with the Data Protection Officer in the 
coming weeks.

We would like to thank you for your attention and time thus 
far. In case you have further questions for now, you can 
contact Ben van der Kemp, policy advisor at Real Estate b 
Facilities.

Your sincerely,

The Executive Board of the Erasmus University Rotterdam,

'E/MlA. van Schoten 
Member Executive board
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